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1. IF~TR~DUCTION AND NOTATION 
In the classical problem of Lurie one studies systems of the form 
k = dx + b+(a), ci = c’x - p+(u), (1.1) 
the so-called indirect control, and of the form 
32 = Ai + b$(o), 67 = dx, (1.2) 
the so-called direct control system. Here X, 6, c are n-vectors, A is a constant 
(n x n)-matrix, p > 0 and o are scalars, and the function # belongs to the class 
S, of all continuous functions such that u+(u) > 0 if o f  0 and 4(O) = 0. 
The problem of Lurie consists in finding conditions on A, b, c, ana p which 
make the trivial solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) asymptotically stable in the large 
for any + E S, . One says then that (1.1) and (1.2) are absolutely stable. 
The equation of the uncontrolled system 
t = Ax (1.3) 
is called the plant equation. A necessary condition for absolute stability is that 
,4 be stable. It is usually assumed that the zero solution of (1.3) is exponentially 
stable. Thus, it is possible to find symmetric positive definite matrices -4 and C 
such that A’B + BA = -C, and so define a Liapunov function Y = X’BN 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
X j] x II2 ,( X’BX < A jJ x jj’, (1.4) 
jx’Bx,-x’Bq/ < lBx\ /q-x,/; (1 .rCiij 
F(x) < --N’Cx < -c I/ x p. (l&i) 
One defines then the function V + si 4(g) ds and imposes conditions on 6, c, 
and p to make its derivative negative along the solutions of (1.1). 
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Let us assume now that instead of (1.3), we have a more complicated plant 
equation, say 
si = g(t, xt) (1.5) 
where g is a continuous function from R x CJ-r, 0] -+ Rn, g(t, 0) = 0 and 
xt = zc(t + 0), --7 < 0 < 0. If  we could find a Liapunov functional V for (1.5) 
with the properties (1.4) then we could, in principle, apply the same method 
as in the problem of Lurie to discuss absolute stability. 
If, as in the linear case, we assume exponential stability of the zero solution 
of (1.5), then we have at our disposal inverse theorems ensuring the existence 
of functions V with the properties (1.4) (see [2, 3, 71). 
There is, in particular, a noteworthy result by Hale [4]. He considers linear 
systems of the form 
j = A(u) y  (1.6) 
where (+ is a parameter. Using a Liapunov functional V, he proves that if all 
solutions of (1.6) satisfy 
I ~(4 u, roll G K(o) expi-P(4@ - to>> Iy. I 
and if I[ aA/% 11 < L(u), where K(U), /l(o), L( ) (5 are continuous positive functions, 
then for all differentiable functions 0 such that 
I 4t>l -=c W(t)) < $w))” -+ 4(w+)) - 1) (1.7) 
fort>T,forsomeT>OandO<s<l,thesystem 
j = 44)) Y 
is also exponentially stable. 
In other words, if we have an open-loop control system which is stable for 
constant controls u, then it is also stable for a control u(t) which satisfies (1.7). 
The existence of this Liapunov functional for linear systems suggested 
considering plant equations of the form 
where f(t, U, 4) is a continuous function for t > 0, a E R, # E CJ-Y, 0] and 
is linear in #. 
In Section 3 we will consider the generalization of the problem of Lurie to 
this plant equation. 
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2. NONLINEAR PLANT EQTJATIO~~T 
Let us consider the nonlinear functional equation 
where g(t, #) is an n-vector function continuous in #, t for t 3 0 and 
# E C&Y, 0], and is Lipschitzian in II, with Lipschitz constant L. 
We assume that the solutions of (2.1) satis% 
j x(t, t, ) 7/Q)\ < Ke-“-) j/ $ /I. 
The following Lemma [3] guarantees the existence of a Liapunov functional 
with the desired properties. 
LEMMA 2.1. Consider the system (2.1) as above azd let (2.2) be satisjied. 
Then fw any choice of q, 0 < q < 1 there exists a functional V(t, $) continuous 
in t, $ for all t > 0 such that 
nuherep = (1 -4) 01 and n/l = R[L+(I-Q)~]+w 
Let us consider first the indirect control case 
2 = g(t, %> -!- b&J>, 
6 = 4(4 4 - P4(4, 
(2.4 
where g(t, $) is as above, 6 is an n-vector, q(t, #) is a scalar function continuous 
in t, # for t > 0 and 4 E CJ-P, 0] such that 
Idt,+)l ~cll+ll for some c > 0, (2.5) 
p > 0 is a scalar and #(G) E S, . 
THEOREM 1. Consider the system (2.4) as above and assume that (2.2) and 
(2.5) are satis$ed. Let si$(s) di + co as 1 o I -+ cc). Then if 
the system (2.4) is absolutely stable. 
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Proof. Let V be the Liapunov function given by the Lemma. Denote by v.+ 
the upper right-hand derivative of V along the solutions of (2.4). By the 
Lemma 26.1 in Yoshizawa [7, p. 2031 this derivative satisfies 
and so 
p* < -w + &f I &!+)I (2.7) 
SW* < -/Iv2 + MV I6qqa)j. c-1 
Consider the function U(u) = ~~$(s) (2s. It s d erivative along the solutions of 
(2.4) satisfies 
~*(u, 4 = 46 %> I dWl - PNJ>” G c II % II I d(4I - PYqU)P 
G cv I5wl - P I TwI”- (2.9) 
Define the function FV(t, Z/J, u) = U(u) + V(t, #, ~)~/2. Its derivative along 
the, solutions of (2.4) satisfies 
m = 0, + VP, < -py” + V(M 1 b / + c) j C(u)1 - p [ (b(u)I” 
where we used (2.8) and (2.9). 
We can consider this expression as a quadratic form in V and 1 +(u)j. I f  (2.6) 
is satisfied, we have for some 7 > 0 
where h3 is a positive continuous function of the norm of (.x~, u). 
It is easy to prove that there are continuous increasing positive functions h, 
and h, such that 
and h, -+ co as I( $, u/j -+ co. 
Under these conditions, Theorem Il. 1 in Hale [5] applies and we get the 
desired result. 
Let us consider now the direct control 
* = g(t, %> + WJ), u = C’X (2.10) 
where the letters have the same meaning as above, c is an n-vector and 
c’b = -p < 0. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the system (2.10) as above with + E S, and let (2.2) 
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be satisfied; then if either one of the following conditions is satis$ed, the systm 
is absolutely stable: 
ti> C(4b < BW I b I ! c I>, 
(ii) 4pP > (M / b / + L / C I)“. 
Proof. Let V be the functional given by the Lemma. Denote by p* the 
derivative of V along the solutions of (2.10). We have as before 
where we have used (2.3). 
I f  D = 0, p* < +3 /j xt //. I f  u # 0 we can multiply the last term in (2.11) 
by I c ; 11 xt I! + c’s and since cs = c’x we obtain 
Thus if +(G)/o < p/(M j b 1 / c I), v* is negative definite. That proves the 
first part of the theorem. 
To prove the second part, we define as before U(X) = li$(s) ds (sine& 
G = E’x). The derivative along the solutions of (2.10) satisfies 
We define W = Ii + J’s/2 as before and the rest of the proof proceeds as in 
Theorem 1. 
3. LINEAR PLANT EQUATION 
In this section, we consider plant equations of the form 
where G is a scalar parameter and we assume that f(t, 0, Z/J) is a continuous 
function of its arguments for t >, 0, 0 E R, and 4 E Cn[-r, 01, and is linear in #J- 
Furthermore, for t >, 0, u1 , o2 E R there exists a continuous function L(G~ , era 
such that 
Here I! /i denotes as before the sup norm in C&-r, O]. 
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It is assumed that the solution of (3.1) satisfies the condition 
where K(o) and p( o are continuous functions of o E R. ) 
We will need the following Lemma due to Hale [4]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Consider Eq. (3.1) as above and let (3.2) and (3.3) hold. Then 
fog any nonnegative continuous function q(u), (T E R there exists a scalar function, 
V(t, u, #) continuous in t, u, I/ for t > 0, u E R, and # E CJ-7, 0] such that 
Furthermore, if q(u) > 0 and p(u) and q( u are Lipschitzian in u then there ) 
exists a continuous function co(u) and a function T(E, CT, CO) continuous in E, u, w 
fir 0 < E --c co(a), II u - w /j < E such that 
r1(0, u’, 0) = 
In K(o) 
q(a) g(u) (3.5) 
where 
- I YCJ) - r(d 
g(u) = $ [ u - w ( 
ana! such that 
I v(t, 01 , $1 - v(t, 02, #)I < de, 01, 4 v(t, @I,#) I u1 - a2 I (3.6) 
for all t > 0, 1 u1 - u2 j < E < c&u~) and # E Cn[-7, 01. 
We consider first the indirect control problem 
k = f(t, 0, xt) + W(4, 
6 = q(t, xt) - pqqu), (3.7) 
where the letters have the same meaning as above and the function q(t, 16> 
satisfies condition (2.5). 
THEOREM 3. ConsidA the system (3.7) as aboae azd let (3.2) and (3.3) hoM. 
Let~~$(s)ds+wasju[ -+ CO. Then, if either one of the following sets of condi- 
tiows holds, the system is absolutely stable: 
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(i} K(cr) = 1, /3(u) > ,8 > 0 and 4pj3 > (i b / +- c>‘; 
(ii) L(D) = 0, K and/3 p osi izle constants and 4p,6 > (K \ b I + c)‘2. t
Proof. Let V(t, 0, #) be the L‘ p la unov function given by Lemma 3.1. We 
want to calculate its derivative, denoted by v, , along the solutions of (3.7). 
We claim that 
To prove this, we use the fact that V(t, u, $) is Lipschitzian in u and $. 
Let (x(t), u(t)) s (x(t, to, no, #), o(t, to, uO, 16>) be a solution of (3.7) and let 
r(t + Iz) = y(t + h, t, q) be the solution of (3.1) which has xt as initial function 
at h =o: 
v* = iG(l/?z)[V((t + R, o@ + h), Xi+&) - qt, o(t), %)I 
h+O’ 
= Ez(l/~)[V(~ + h, 4 + h), XtMJ - li’(t, o(t), rt)]. 
h+O+ 
Adding and subtracting the same quantity, we obtain 
f ii% (W)[Jqt + A, u(f + A), yt+JJ - Y(t + Ja, u(t), yt+nl 
h-to+ 
+ =(lii;>[v(t + h, u(t),&+JL - v-(t, u($%)]. 
h-O+ 
Let us consider the three terms individually: 
< iz (1 lh) q4t + h)) I YfLh - .rt+i, I 
h+O+ 
G K(o(fl) I Ktl - JYf)i = K(otfll i hWf)>i; (3.8) 
here we have used a remark in Yoshizawa [7, p. 1891 and the fact that F; is 
Lipschitzian in #; 
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here we have used the Lipschitz condition (3.6); 
by the property (iii) in (3.4). 
Using (3.8), (3.9), and,(3.10) we obtain 
VJi* ,< I-YW) + r1(0> 4th u(f)> I WI] Jf-’ + q4)) I &(u)l Y 
< -h(t) yt, o(t), Xt) + K(u(t)) 1 ~~(~(t))j Jq, u(t), xt), (3.11) 
where 
We have to impose conditions which would make the bracket negative or zero. 
Consider now the function U(u) = J-~&S) ds. It s d erivative along the solutions 
of (3.7) satisfies 
~(% 4 = sk 4 4(u) - P%w” G c II -% II I d(u)I - f$w” 
G cl7 l4(dI - P I d(4”- (3.13) 
Here, we have used (3.4) and (2.5). 
Define the function 1;Y(t, c, #) = V(t, o, #)z/2 + U(u). Its derivative along 
the solutions of (3.7) satisfies 
J3 = J/V* + 0 < --h(t) v” + lquft)) j b 1 + c) v  j $qu)l - p j $(u)l”. (3.14) 
To prove the first part of the theorem, let K(o) = 1, then q(O, u, u) = 0. 
We can pick q = 0 and so h(t) = /3. Equation (3.14) becomes 
The rest of the proof proceeds as in Theorem 1. 
Finally, if (ii) holds then ~(0, o, 0) = 0. We can pick 4 = 0 and so h(t) = /3. 
The condition (3.14) becomes 
Ja < -p= + (K I b I + 4 k’ I $(4l - p I 4(412 
and the proof proceeds as in Theorem 1. 
Consider finally the direct control system 
(3.15) 
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where the ietters have the same meaning as above, c is an n-vector, and 
c’b = -p < 0. Let us caIle(o) the Lipschitz constant off(t, u, $J) with respect 
to $L 
THEOREM 4. Consider the system (3.15) as above, with 4 E: S, , c’b = -p < 0. 
Let (3.2) and (3.3) b e satis$ed with K(o) E 1. Then if either one of the folloz%g 
conditions is satisfied, the system is absolutely stable: 
(i) s($(o)/o) < /3(o) i (1 b \ j c 1) for some s, 0 < s < 1 and all o‘, 
(ii) 4/3(5)p > s(j b 1 +E(o) \ c \)“for some s, 0 < s < 1 and alZ o. 
Proof. Let V be the Liapunov functional given by the lemma. We define 
W = F’“j2 + Ci and use (3.11) as in the proof of Theorems 2 and 3. 
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